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Abstract

Certified email is a value-added service for standard email
systems, which guarantees the fairness, i.e., the intended
recipient gets the mail content if and only if the mail orig-
inator receives a non-repudiation receipt showing that the
message has been received by the recipient. Most of certi-
fied email protocols schemes have more or less weaknesses
and/or security flaws. E-mail communication is insecure
it can be read and modified as they are passed through
the Internet as clear-text. In the worst case, fairness can-
not be achieved since one dishonest party can mount some
attacks to cheat the honest party such that the latter can-
not get the expected items. In this paper, the proposed
model is an attempt to standardize a protocol used to
encrypt and digitally sign e-mail correspondence. Also,
end-to-end security is discussed and a mechanism of key
management is proposed if this service is requested by the
user. We analyze some certified email protocols and pro-
pose some improvements in order to avoid security prob-
lems. Component object model and Web services are used
to implement a prototype to the proposed model.

Keywords: Component object model, e-mail security pro-
tocols, encryption, PGP, Web services

1 Introduction

The lack of evidence for message receipt is a missing piece
of the infrastructure required for the more professional
use of email [18, 21, 24, 25, 29]. Certified email uses
the notion of a digitally signed receipt and strengthens
the binding between the evidence and the mail being cer-
tified. In other words, the main purpose of a certified
email scheme is to achieve the fair exchange of a mes-
sage and an irrefutable receipt in the sense that either
the sender obtains the receipt from the receiver and the
receiver accesses the content of the email simultaneously,
or neither party gets the expected item. This undeni-
able but publicly verifiable receipt serves as an evidence
for non-repudiation of receipt (NRR). Namely, if the re-
ceiver denies having received the delivered message from

the sender, the sender can provide NRR evidence to an
arbitrator to show that this claim is untrue. Some email
schemes also provide evidences for non-repudiation of ori-
gin (NRO) [9, 13, 15]. Similarly, NRO evidence protects
the receiver from the sender’s dishonest denial that he/she
did not deliver a particular message to this receiver,
though this is the fact. We remark that certified email
schemes supporting NRO service are functionally equiva-
lent to non-repudiation protocols [4, 10, 11, 14, 16, 33].

Certified email has been discussed for years, and there
are two major classes of schemes to address this technical
problem: schemes that require the existence of a Trusted
Third Party (TTP), and schemes that do not require the
existence of a TTP [30]. Oppliger [24] showed clearly
that the second class, i.e., either based on a simultane-
ous secret exchange or trusted system is inappropriate to
provide certified mail services for the Internet. Specifi-
cally, there are two major disadvantages in the schemes
based on a simultaneous secret exchange. One is that
they are highly interactive between participants, and the
other is that those schemes are based on an unrealistic
assumption: both of participants have equal or very simi-
lar computing power. As for certified mail schemes based
on trusted systems, their usefulness and security are of-
ten overestimated. Therefore, the use of TTPs seems ad-
vantageous and various types of TTPs can be considered
according to their involvement in the certified email pro-
tocol: schemes with in-line TTPs [6], schemes with on-
line TTPs [1, 24, 28, 33], and schemes with off-line TTPs
[2, 5, 7, 9, 13, 15, 19, 34].

An improvement to reduce the TTP’s involvement is
the use of an on-line TTP. The on-line TTP is actively in-
volved during each session of the certified email protocol
but not at each step of the protocol. Its task may only
deal with signaling information, such as cryptographic
keys and/or receipts [24, 30]. In the academic literature,
there is often an emphasis on reducing the role and the ex-
pense of a TTP. Protocols with a light-weight TTP have
been proposed. For example, Abadi and Needham [1]
proposed an efficient certified email scheme with a light
on-line TTP. A key feature of their scheme is not to de-
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ploy any public-key infrastructure; and further, Imamoto
and Sakurai [13] revised their scheme in order to provide
the non-repudiation of origin service.

A big step towards more efficient solutions was the in-
troduction of off-line TTPs. That is, an off-line TTP in-
volves in a protocol only in abnormal cases, e.g., a dishon-
est party is trying to cheat or the communication channel
fails to work. There are two examples of cheating: a re-
cipient does not issue a receipt though he/she has already
obtained the message, or an originator deliberately refuses
to reveal the full message to the recipient despite him/her
indeed got a valid receipt. The TTP can help the victim
to achieve a fair result in these abnormal cases. In other
words, a fair certified email scheme with an off-line TTP
guarantees that cheating is not actually beneficial to the
cheater. Therefore, it is expected that such a protocol
will be executed normally in most of the time. Based on
this observation, the approach using an off-line TTP is
also called optimistic [3].

In this work, the proposed model is an attempt to stan-
dardize a protocol used to encrypt and digitally sign e-
mail correspondence. We analyze Pretty Good Privacy
(PGP) as certified email protocols and propose some im-
provements to avoid security problems. We further give
several informal but useful guidelines to design secure and
standard certified email protocols. End-to-end security is
discussed and a mechanism of key management is pro-
posed if this service is requested by the user. Also, Com-
ponent Object Model (COM) and Web services are used
to implement a prototype to the proposed model.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
traditional COM objects and XML Web services then de-
scribes e-mail security protocols and explores the details
of PGP e-mail protocol. Section 3 produces the proposed
model. Section 4 describes the proposed system working
in operation. Finally Section 5 presents model conclusion.

2 Secure System of Web Services
Included E-Mail

This section contains brief discussion of Web services, e-
mail security protocols, and Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)
one of the most popular example of e-mail security pro-
tocols.

2.1 COM and XML Web Services

In order to introduce platform independent and language
independent applications that is reusable, extensible and
portable. Component Object Model (COM) and XML
Web services the best way to do so.

2.1.1 Traditional COM

In terms of software longevity, Microsoft’s COM has en-
joyed a lengthy and successful life. Formally solidified

circa 1993, COM formalized a specific process for build-
ing reusable, binary software components.

When developers abide by the rules of COM, they
are presented with a number of Desirable byproducts.
One of the great byproducts of COM components is their
Language-independent nature. This trait allows software
developers to build COM Servers in one language (such
as VB 6.0) and reuse them in any number of other COM-
aware languages (such as C++).

1) Component Services
Component Services (COM+) is the next evolution
of Microsoft COM and Microsoft Transaction Server
(MTS). COM+ builds on and extends applications
written using COM, MTS, and other COM-based
technologies. COM+ handles many of the resource
management tasks that developers previously had to
program, such as thread allocation and security.

2) Classes and Interfaces
One of the central architectural foundations in COM
programming is the separation of implementation
(class) from protocol (interface). Simply put, an in-
terface is a collection of semantically related meth-
ods that may be implemented by a given COM class
(often called a co-class). Once a co-class has been in-
stantiated by a particular client, the in-memory rep-
resentation is termed a COM object.

The odd thing about programmatic interfaces (as op-
posed to GUI interfaces) is the fact that the interfaces
never define member variables, implementation logic,
or other coding items that would mark them as a
useful entity. Rather, the sole purpose of a program-
matic interface is to specify the calling conventions a
client must abide by to communicate with the imple-
menting co-class. Once an interface has been defined
(using the syntax of your favorite programming lan-
guage), any number of COM classes may choose to
support the specified interface. Given that an inter-
face is a grouping of semantically related methods, it
is common (and helpful) to regard an interface as a
specific behavior that the class in question supports.

3) Interface Definition Language
Interface Definition Language (IDL) is the language
used to define interface in simple standard formal
definition classes can use this definition to build their
implementation of the targeted interface. IDL is not
considered a programming language rather than a
semantic definition language.

2.1.2 XML Web Services

XML which stands for (eXtensible Markup Language) is
not a really language but a framework for defining and
using markup languages. Markup languages are used for
creating units of information called XML document which
have two standard representations: as linear text with
markup and as tree data structure [31, 32].
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No official definition of Web services in included in
some standard or a W3C recommendations. However
there is a general agreement that Web service is a dis-
tributed application that allows maximum interoperabil-
ity between components written in different language and
running on different platform. It is also generally agreed
upon that kind of interoperability is achieved by encoding
components in an XML protocol [31].

Web Services use agreed-upon, XML-based message
format called Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).
SOAP message may or may not be delivered over HTTP.
FTP, SMTP and even proprietary messaging architecture
are also a possibility. It provides a meta-description of its
access point(s) and interfaces in an XML-based Web Ser-
vices Description Language (WSDL) [32]. It is registered
with one of several synchronized, online registries. Web
Service vision and its classical architecture is described as
follows:

1) publish step is the first and performed once. The
Web service publishes its registry description (which
contains, among other things, its WSDL description).

2) Find step a customer looking for a service of that
type can find it in the registry.

3) Bind step the customer uses the found registry infor-
mation to “Bind” itself to the service.

2.2 E-mail Security Protocols

Cryptographic algorithm is a mathematical function used
for encryption or decryption? With most modern cryp-
tography, the ability to keep encrypted information se-
cret is based not on the cryptographic algorithm, which is
widely known, but on a number called a key that must be
used with the algorithm to produce an encrypted result or
to decrypt previously encrypted information. Decryption
with the correct key is simple. Decryption without the
correct key is very difficult, and in some cases impossible
for all practical purposes [4, 7, 23].

With most symmetric-key encryption algorithms, the
same key is used for both encryption and decryption.

Public-key or asymmetric encryption involves a pair of
keys–a public key and a private key–associated with an
entity that needs to authenticate its identity electronically
or to sign or encrypt data [17, 22, 33]. Each public key
is published, and the corresponding private key is kept
secret [12, 26]. Data encrypted with your public key can
be decrypted only with your private key.

The most commonly used implementations of public-
key encryption are based on algorithms patented by RSA
Data Security.

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a networked envi-
ronment that contains the set of standards and services
that facilitate the use of public key cryptography and
X509 certificates [20, 28].

Certificate is an electronic document used to identify
an individual, a server, a company, or some other entity

and to associate that identity with a public key, public-key
cryptography uses certificates to address the problem of
impersonation [12, 20]. Certificates help prevent the use
of fake public keys for impersonation. Only the public
key certified by the certificate will work with the corre-
sponding private key possessed by the entity identified by
the certificate.

The certificate issued by the Certificate Authorities
(CA) binds a particular public key to the name of the
entity the certificate identifies.

Therefore, basic needs have emerged:

1) Confidentiality. The e-mail can only be read by the
intended recipient. This is ensured using encryption.

2) Authentication. The e-mail has been written by
particular person and has not been altered on its way
over the Internet. This can be accomplished using
digital signatures.

3) Nonrepudiation. Prevent either sender or receiver
from denying transmitted e-mail thus when an e-mail
is sent, the receiver can prove that the alleged sender
in fact sent the message. Similarly, when an e-mail
is received, the sender can prove that the alleged re-
ceiver in fact received the message; this can be ac-
complished by using PKI.

There are two ways of encoding a signed mail:

1) Clear-signed. A clear-signed message contains the
original message as clear text. This enables non-
S/MIME-compatible mail reader software to read the
contents of the message.

2) Opaque-signed. Using opaque-signing, the origi-
nal message is not included as clear text but base64-
encoded. This eliminates the risk of the original text
being changed while being transmitted (e.g. through
automatic conversion performed by some mail trans-
fer agent on the way). If the text was changed
even slightly, the message digest would be different,
thereby invalidating the digital signature. However,
opaque-signed messages have the drawback that they
cannot be read by non-S/MIME-compatible mail
readers.

2.3 Pretty Good Privacy

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is an open source soft-
ware package for e-mail security. It provides authenti-
cation through the use of digital signature; confidential-
ity through the use of symmetric block encryption; com-
pression using ZIP algorithm; e-mail compatibility using
Rdix-64 encoding scheme, and segmentation and reassem-
bly to accommodate long e-mail. PGP incorporates tools
for developing a public-trust model and public-key cer-
tificate management [8, 17]. In this work we agree with
the idea about the PGP is not so good for secure because
key exchange protocol is insecure. But still PGP one of
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Figure 1: Authentication and confidentiality

the most popular e-mail security and a lot of organiza-
tions depend on PGP to secure their e-mail [12, 22]. This
is why we move toward trying to enhance these security
lakes.

Figure 1 presents authentication and confidentiality in
PGP and contains the following notations:

• M = Plain Message;

• C = Ciphered Message;

• Ks = session key used in symmetric encryption
scheme;

• PRa = Private Key of user A, used in public key
encryption;

• PUa = Public key of user A, used in public key en-
cryption;

• PUb = Public key of user B, used in public key en-
cryption;

• EP = Public key Encryption process;

• DP = Public key decryption process;

• EC = Symmetric encryption process;

• DC = Symmetric decryption process;

• H = hash function;

• || = Concatenation;

• Z= Compression using ZIP algorithm;

• R64 =conversion to radix 64 format.

The block diagrams in Figure 1 describe the operation
of a typical standard PGP protocol. In the Next graph
we describe the location of our work in the original PGP
protocol.

3 Proposed System Model

Figure 2 is a general block diagram of our proposed sys-
tem model. Both Figures 3 and 4 represent the detailed
diagram for each stage in proposed modification. The
highlighted gray regions describe the location of the mod-
ifications, which are 7 Major Modification that can be
classified into three major groups.

1) Algorithm Obtaining Mechanisms (AOM).
This group is responsible of obtaining Symmetric al-
gorithm and asymmetric algorithm b; d modifica-
tions are presented and belong to this group. As
known securing data uses many algorithms with a
common security rules like encryption, decryption,
hashing and permutations, for each one of them there
are a many classifications and algorithms. In the pro-
posed modifications to PGP system we not only use
one algorithm for symmetric and asymmetric algo-
rithms but more than one algorithm. AOM method
is used for obtaining such algorithms and creates
hundreds of combinations from predefined symmet-
ric and asymmetric algorithms libraries and time by
time increases in the system.
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Figure 2: Block diagram for proposed system

2) Keys Obtaining Mechanisms (KOM). Modifi-
cations a, c, e belongs to this group done through
obtaining the following encryption keys symmetric
key Ks, public key PU and/or private key PR. For
all algorithms obtained in AOM there is a need for
their keys. KOM mechanism is responsible to get
these keys either by using XML Web services or from
stored keys on e-tokens.

3) Data Permutation Mechanisms (DPM). Modi-
fications f, g belongs to this group done through what
we call it shuffling and deshuffling algorithms.

The proposed modification splits the operation of PGP
into four main stages: A) Signing, B) Encryption and
enveloping, C) Open envelop and decrypt and finally D)
Sign check.

1) Signing Stage. In This stage the message is signed
using the private key of the sender obtained by mod-
ification a by the asymmetric algorithm obtained by
modification b, the result is then compressed using a
compression algorithm.

2) Encryption & Enveloping Stage. In this stage
the message after signing is subject to symmetric en-
cryption with a key obtained by modification c for the
symmetric encryption algorithm obtained by modifi-
cation d, Then either the symmetric key used in en-
crypting the message (if the mode was key exchange)
or its seeds (if the mode was key deduction) is en-
crypted by the asymmetric algorithm using the pub-
lic key obtained by modification e and concatenated
to the message then the whole mixture is shuffled in
modification f .

At the receivers side the message is subject to the
reverse operations that are applied to at sender side.

3) Open Envelop and Decrypt. The receiver af-
ter receiving the message extracts the shuffling seed
used in shuffling the message to deshuffle the message
(modification g), Extract the session key, decrypt it
using his private key use this key to decrypt the mes-
sage.
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Figure 3: Detailed description of the signing phase

4) Sign Check Stage. After decrypting the message
the user decompress the message, split it to obtain
the plain text and the hash digest and then use his
private key to sign it and compare his sign with the
hash received if the result was equivalent then the
message is authenticated and no change was done
from the path from sender from receiver.

In modification groups (AOM, KOM) the selection
may be selected manually by the sender, forced by
system administrator or purely random selected by
the system itself. The selection process based on a
XML Request/Response pairs to a Certificate Au-
thority Database (CADB) that holds the public keys
of the users. Figure 7 introduce A-XML Initialization
vector Request (XMLIV).

According to Figure 7 XMLIV composed of the next
fields:

• S ID (Sender ID): 64-bit field containing
senders ID in the CADB. The CA uses this field
to determine the selection (Manually, forced by
system administrator, randomly) Method ac-
cording to his policy.

• R ID (Receiver ID): 64-bit field contain-
ing receivers ID in the CADB. The CA uses
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this field to retrieve the public key of receiver
from the public keys database according to the
selected asymmetric algorithm obtained from
AS ID as described later.

• SY ID: 16-bit Symmetric Encryption Algo-
rithm ID suggested by Sender if the selection
method was manually the CA approve the se-
lection, if the selection was forced or random
the CA completely ignore this field and respond
with the appropriate Symmetric Encryption al-
gorithm ID.

• AS ID: 15-bit Asymmetric Encryption Algo-
rithm ID suggested by Sender if the selection
method was manually the CA Approve the se-
lection, if the selection was forced or random
the CA completely ignore this field and respond
with the appropriate Asymmetric Encryption
algorithm ID.

• SDF: 1-bit Session-key Delivery Flag value
0 means Key-Exchange value 1 means Key-
Deduction(described later). Its value is sug-
gested by Sender if the selection method was
manually the CA approve the selection, if the
selection was forced or random the CA com-
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Figure 6: Detailed description of open envelop and de-
crypt stage
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Figure 7: 20-byte XML initialization vector request (XM-
LIV)

pletely ignore this field and respond with the
appropriate Session-key Delivery Flag.

According to Figure 8 XML Response Vector
(XMLRV) is composed of SY ID, AS ID and SDF

fields. These fields are the same fields described in
XMLIV but the values of these fields are determined
by CA itself either the original values suggested by
the sender in XMLIV (if the selection method was
manually) or the forced values by system administra-
tor or totally random. R PU is the receiver’s public
key for the selected public key algorithm in CADB.

3.1 Algorithm Obtaining Mechanisms
(AOM)

Figure 9 presents generic COM+ architecture of the
proposed system. The core of this architecture is a
system engine which is allocated inside e-mail server
framework software. A COM+ objects are used to en-
capsulate an implementation of both symmetric and
asymmetric encryption processes based on a stan-
dard interfaces defined to standardize the internal
method signatures (name, parameters and return
types). These interfaces are defined using Interface
Definition Language (IDL) which is independent of
platform or implementation language.

For Symmetric, Asymmetric algorithms when a user
receive XMLRV containing an SY ID or AS ID, or
when receive an email containing algorithms that are
not registered as a COM+ objects in his machine he
sends a special http: request (containing the required
algorithm) for CA to download the appropriate .dll
or .sys files with the implementation of the SY ID,
AS ID then he register them in his system, create
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Figure 8: 516-byte XML response vector (XMLRV)

object and finally use them to encrypt, decrypt au-
thenticate the message. So the user can start his
system with no algorithm installed and gradually as
send, receive mails the COM+ libraries starts to grow
in his machine.

3.2 Keys Obtaining Mechanisms (KOM)

In all proposed mechanisms ID is used to obtain the keys
that are involved in the generation of the transmitted
message via non-secure channels, these keys are heavily
dependent on the selected Algorithm in AOM.

3.2.1 Public Key Obtaining Modification

XML Web Service hosted at the certificate authority that
is responsible for Generation of both Public and private
key pairs. The private key as mentioned is saved to key
container while the public is inserted into public keys
database and accessed via XML Web Service the sender
uses the XML Web Service to obtain the destinations pub-
lic key used to encapsulate the session key and authenti-
cation data as mentioned before throw XMLRV.

3.2.2 Symmetric Key Obtaining Modification

Key deduction and key exchange are proposed to obtain
the session key Ks. In both of two methods the key is
randomly generated by the sender according to the se-
lected algorithm in AOM but the difference between the
two methods is: in key exchange the key itself is delivered
with the message the receiver has no need to regenerate
or deduce the key, but in key deduction the random seeds
used in key generation process according to the selected
algorithm in AOM at sender site are delivered with the
message, the receiver uses these random seeds to regener-
ate the session key for the symmetric decryption process
(DC).

3.2.3 Modifications a: Private Key Obtaining

E-Tokens and Smart Cards or any physical key container
used to save the private key. These private keys must
be originally generated and saved to Tokens or Smart
Cards by a trusted certificate authority (CA) that hosts
the XML Web Service -described next- to distribute the
public keys to all network nodes.

3.3 Data Permutation Mechanisms

PGP has a fixed message format with a fixed structure as
shown in Figure 10. This structure is easily to be used

to discover security parts like encrypted session key that
attacker can use any known attack methods to break it
and reveal the message. Especially with the vast increase
in computing capabilities and super computers attacker
is capable to reduce the time used to analysis the security
parameters. Here, we introduce Data Permutation Mech-
anisms (DPM) called Shuffling and Deshuffling used to
scramble the message and destroy any known fixed struc-
ture of the message. DPM is the final step in the process
of preparing the email envelope before sending the email
in the none-secured channel. In this process the email
message -after encryption- is subject to a permutation
that scramble the order of its content based on a random
seed generated by sender and attached encrypted (by re-
ceivers public key) to the message so the original PGP
header is not displayed with the message, just only the
encrypted seed of the shuffling process that also can be
hidden inside the message, or even left in a known posi-
tion.

Both Figure 11 and Figure 12 describe the flow chart
of the Shuffling and Deshuffling process respectively.

In this section, we will show that our proposed model
is also an efficient one. The proposed system was imple-
mented using RSA algorithm. The time taken for each
ATPKSS operation is 47 m sec using 1024-bit key length
for authentication or encryption. In order to apply the
proposed system in a real networks both mobile stations
and network entities must change to include digital cer-
tificates and a public key algorithm. Therefore, we be-
lieve our proposed model is really a simple and efficient
three-party key exchange protocol, and can be applied in
practice.

PGP introduce authentication and confidentiality to
the message data, PGP headers and addresses of delivered
messages are added later at a higher layer of application
programs and are out of the PGP processing. So, the
shuffling modification does really obscure the location of
PGP headers because the delivery of the message from
sender to receiver doesn’t rely on theses header.

As we mentioned above in the proposed model, we use
AOM, KOM and DPM, the way we use these mechanisms
shortens the drawbacks of key exchange. Changing the
algorithm (AOM), changing the key (KOM) and permu-
tation of data (DPM) minimize the chance for any ad-
versary to obtain the key, even he/she (during exchange
process) obtained the message he still need to rearrange
the message (function DPM), If so he/she still need to
know where and what is the key(s) inside the rearranged
message (function KOM), and even if so he/she still need
to know the combination of algorithms used in securing
the message (function of AOM) and what is the three
algorithms.

3.4 Modification Complexity

Recalling to our modifications that are in the three major
groups (AOM, KOM and DPM) the first two groups are
only XML requests and responses that from the client
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Figure 9: COM+ architecture in the proposed system model

Session key Component Signature Encrypted Message  

Figure 10: Common format for PGP message

(sender) side complexity point of view is only Big O(1),
and for the DPM either shuffling or deshuffling processes
the complexity is Big O(n) that n is the size of the message
so grouping the complexity O(1)+O(n). The result of the
complexity is Big O(n) as additional complexity of the
original PGP complexity.

4 Working System

This section describes simple example to the entire,
working system in operation. Assuming sender A sends
a message to receiver B. The next steps are used to
exchange the message using the proposed system.

At Sender A:

1) Sender A use XML Web service Request/Response
Vectors to obtain both symmetric and asymmetric

algorithms through AOM (modifications b, d) and
their keys by KOM (modifications c, e).

2) Sender A signs the message using his private key ob-
tained from e-token by (modification a) and concate-
nate it to the message.

3) Sender A secures the message (that contains the sig-
nature of sender) by symmetric encryption using the
session key (symmetric key) obtained in Step 1 (al-
gorithm and its key).

4) Sender A encrypts the session key using B’s private
key/algorithm obtained at Step 1.

5) Sender A concatenate encrypted session key + en-
crypted message + XMLRV together to generate the
secured message.

6) Sender A shuffles the whole mixture (modification
f) and hides the encryption seed inside the resulted
shuffled message.

7) Sender A sends the message to receiver B on the
WAN.

At Receiver B:
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START 

Build two lists 

 L Ordered, L Shuffled 

Fill L Ordered from 0 to 
MaxCipherSize 

Lshuffled with no items 

Create a random number 

generator Gr using Seed. 

 

Generate a random number (i) from 0 to 

length of LOrdered using Gn 

Length (LOrdered) =0 

Insert into L Shuffled value of  

LOrdered [i] 

Remove LOrdered [i] from LOrdered 

END 

Figure 11: Shuffling algorithm
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 L Ordered, L Shuffled, LOrdered
-1

 

Fill L Ordered from 0 to 
MaxCipherSize 

Create a random number 

generator Gr using Seed. 

 

For each element with index i in L Ordered,  

ex: (L Ordered [i]) Let: L Ordered
-1

 [L Ordered (i)]=i. 

Lshuffled with no items 

Generate a random number (i) from 

0 to length of LOrdered using Gn 

Length (Lordered)=0 

Insert into L Shuffled value of  

LOrdered [i] 

Remove L Ordered [i] from L Ordered 

Figure 12: Deshuffling algorithm
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1) Receiver B extracts the shuffling seed and deshuffles
the message.

2) Receiver B splits the message to extract the three
individual parts of the message (encrypted session
key, encrypted message, XMLRV).

3) Receiver B uses extracted XMLRV to obtain the al-
gorithms used in securing the message at sender’s
side.

4) Receiver B uses his private key to decrypt the session
key used to encrypt the message.

5) Receiver B uses the session key obtained in step 4 to
decrypt the message.

6) Receiver B generates the message, decrypt the sender
A signature using A’s public key and compares it
with the received message to check sender A’s Signa-
ture.

There are a few optional security service extensions:

1) Security labels attributes included in a signed mes-
sage specifies the security classification of the signed
content. They can be based on the X.411 recommen-
dation (unmarked, unclassified, restricted, confiden-
tial, secret, and top-secret) or on an organization’s
own security policy. Based on this information, the
mail agent can decide whether or not to show the
contents of the message to the user.

2) Mail list management when sending encrypted mes-
sages to a large number of recipients, the mail client
would have to encrypt the session key using every re-
cipient’s public key. With the mail list management
extension, the user would only encrypt the message
once, using the mailing list agent’s public key. The
mailing list agent would then encrypt and forward
the message to every intended recipient.

3) Mail list management also includes expansion at-
tributes to prevent mail loops within mailing list.

5 Conclusion

Public-key based protocols, with a mature PKI, will en-
able all the involved entities such as users, network op-
erators and service providers to have full range of state-
of the-art security features including non-repudiation ser-
vices, mutual authentication and anonymity [26]. This
system uses public key technique without overloading the
network. It is a hybrid encryption system; where in nor-
mal condition the original algorithms and protocols work,
only when a flaw occurs, the solution is triggered.

To prove the effectiveness of the proposed system, we
have implemented it using RSA as public key algorithm;
then measured the time taken for each operation. It is
found that the time taken to apply the ATPKSS is very
small (with maximum of 47 msec); which is a very few

price to pay in terms of ensuring security. In order to ap-
ply our system both mobile stations and network entities
must change to include digital certificates and a public
key algorithm.

The software implementation the RSA algorithm
can be mounted in both mobile stations and Network
HLR/VLR. The computations will be faster if the algo-
rithm is implemented as a hardware chip. In this case, it
will require changing the mobile equipment to include it.
And due to the evolution in mobile equipment industry,
it is possible to do that. Also we presented a new end-
to-end approach where a key agreement phase takes place
between the network and the two users first. Then in the
second phase the initiating user sends a built-in phone
sub-key.

The original built in phone key is the root of the ses-
sions’ sub-keys. Each time a new session is opened, a
function is applied to the root key to obtain a sub-key.
The data is transferred between the two users afterwards
encrypted by this key only or a combination key between
the phone key and the network session key. This will ad-
dress the problem of attacking the Service provider itself.
Finally, this work especially selects XML Web services
that it can work in any heterogeneous environments and
it is a platform independent and language independent.
All these features make this work scalable to any kinds of
networks such as Internet.

For further research; we suggest testing the additional
asymmetric encryption algorithms and see whether the
time measured is decreased or not.
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